Evostar 1

The stylish Travel System
that grows with
the family.
Approx. 6 months – 4 years
20 - 55 lbs

The Evostar 1 was designed specifically for the
versatile needs of modern, style-conscious families.
In combination with the infant car seat
Evolution Pro 2 the Evostar 1 transforms into a
perfect Travel System from birth, as the infant car
seat is a convenient alternative to the carrycot
through its lie-flat function.
The Evostar 1 grows with the family and offers a
unique and innovative solution for the transport of
two babies or toddlers. With a few simple steps it
can be quickly and easily converted into a Travel
System for siblings or twins. Perfect for families with
a dynamic lifestyle. The comfortable seat units can

be combined individually according to the family’s
needs, saving space on a single frame.
The agile and robust all-rounder individually adapts
to every situation in the family’s daily life. Equipped
with durable "Tru-Ride® Technology" tires made of
PU, all-wheel suspension and swivel front wheels,
the Evostar 1 can effortlessly maneuver across all
surfaces.
The ergonomically adjustable handle bar with PU
leather makes every trip a pleasure. The stroller is
folded quickly and easily thanks to the innovative
folding mechanism. Compact and freestanding, the
Evostar 1 can be stowed away perfectly.

Features

Ergonomic handle bar &
simple folding mechanism

The ergonomic handle bar is made of PU
leather and with five different height
positions can be individually adapted. The
practical folding mechanism of the
Evostar 1 is easy to initialize with a turn of the
handle bar downwards. With a second
handle on the basket the stroller can be
pulled up into a self-standing position with a
compact folding size.

Comfortable & individually
adjustable seat unit

The flexible seat unit can be used forward
facing and rear-facing and be adjusted with
one hand into three different recline positions to ensure the perfect sitting or lying
position of the child. Thanks to the four-step
adjustable leg rest the child sits comfortably
in every position.

Large sun canopy

The large sun canopy adjustable in three
positions protects perfectly from sunlight.

5-point harness system
adapting to the size

Depending on the size of the child, the
harness system adjusts perfectly into three
different height positions. The shoulder and
waist straps are equipped with soft pads in
the sensitive areas. These are washable at
30°C.

Generous storage space

The spacious shopping basket is easily
accessible from all sides regardless of the
position or the direction of the seat unit and
offers optimal storage space. The pocket
at the back of the seat offers extra space
with quick access. Children can store their
personal belongings in a small compartment
hidden under the leg rest.

Durable & sturdy tires

The Evostar 1 is equipped with "Tru-Ride®
Technology" tires with PU (polyurethane).
These tires are not only much sturdier than
standard tires but also longer-lasting, as the
surface is hardly worn down even after a long
time in use. They are maintenance-free and
puncture-proof.
With all-wheel suspension and rotatable front
wheels, which can be fixed in position if
needed, the Evostar 1 offers excellent
maneuverability on all surfaces.

Tandem function: Can be converted quickly and easily
into a stroller for siblings or twins
The Evostar 1 was designed to be particularly
flexible, so it can grow effortlessly with the family.
With the tandem accessories sold separately, it can
quickly and easily be converted into a stroller for
siblings or twins. Whether up or down, facing towards the parents or facing the world, two babies or
toddlers can be transported conveniently but at the
same time in a small area on a single frame.

Only a few clicks are needed to position the seat
units and infant car seats in a variety of different
combinations.
The versatile and compact all-rounder adapts to
every situation perfectly with its small width
(only 23“) and can be easily maneuvered in the city.

Colors & Designs
The Evostar 1 is characterized by both its modern,
innovative design and the high quality and
functional materials used. Particularly soft yet
durable materials are combined with modern, silver

applications. Thanks to the characteristics of the
fabrics, the luminous tone of the colors is preserved
for a long time.

Royal Purple
5601FES040

Onyx Black
5601FES060

Ruby Red
5601FES071

Lime Green
5601FES097

Specification
Norms
Age of child
Weight of child

Approx. 6 months – 4 years
20 – 55 lbs

Approval standard

EN 1888 (EN, Taiwan, Singapore, Hongkong)
ASTM F833 (USA)
CCC (China)
KC (Korea)

Weight stroller

29.5 lbs
8.2 lbs
21.3 lbs

Seat unit
Frame

Outer dimensions stroller
Height
Width
Depth

Outer dimensions stroller –
folded (without seat unit)
Height
Width
Depth

38.6” (lowest position of handle bar)
43.3” (highest position of handle bar)
42.1” (highest position of sun canopy)
16.5” (front wheels)
23.2” (back wheels)
33.5” (lowest position of handle bar)
37.8” (highest position of handle bar)

13.4”
23.2”
26.8”

Measurements wheels
Diameter front wheels
Diameter back wheels
Width front wheels
Width back wheels

6.9”
10.2”
1.6”
2”

Inner dimensions stroller
Length of seat area
Width of seat area
Width of backrest
Height of backrest
Width of leg rest
Length of leg rest
Seat level
Angle of reclining backrest

10.2“
12.2“
11“
19.7”
12.2”
7.1“
20.4”
60° (110° between seat area and backrest)

Direction
Securing of child

Forward and rear-facing possible
Integrated 5-point harness system
(individual adjustable)
Frame, seat unit

Scope of delivery
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